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a b s t r a c t
Basic observational data on hydrocarbons, nitriles, and ions on Titan are compared with predictions of the
photochemical model. Uncertainties of the observed abundances and differences between the data from
different instruments and observing teams are comparable with the differences between the observations and the model results. Main reactions of production and loss for each species are quantitatively
assessed and brieﬂy discussed. Formation of haze by polymerization of hydrocarbons and nitriles and
recombination of heavy ions is calculated along with condensation of various species near the tropopause. Overall deposition is a layer of 300 m thick for the age of the Solar System, and nitrogen constitutes 8% of the deposition. The model reproduces the basic observational data and adequately
describes basic chemical processes in Titan’s atmosphere and ionosphere. The presented model results
and the observational data may be used as a reference to chemical composition of Titan’s atmosphere
and ionosphere.
Ó 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Photochemical modeling of Titan’s atmosphere is a challenging
task, and post-Voyager but pre-Cassini models were developed by
Yung et al. (1984), Toublanc et al. (1995), Lara et al. (1996),
Banaszkiewicz et al. (2000), and Wilson and Atreya (2004). (Here
we do not mention partial models that consider a class of species
in adopted background atmosphere.) The ﬁrst three models did
not involve the ion chemistry; Lara et al. (1996) and
Banaszkiewicz et al. (2000) neglected effects of the nitrile chemistry on hydrocarbons and vertical transport on some species. However, all these models resulted in gradual progress in the problem.
Wilson and Atreya (2004) created the ﬁrst self-consistent (that is,
without adopted background atmosphere) model for coupled neutral and ion chemistry on Titan.
Models by Lavvas et al. (2008) and Hebrard et al. (2007, 2013)
were made after the beginning of the Cassini observations. These
models do not include ion chemistry that signiﬁcantly affects some
neutral species observed near 1000 km by the ion and neutral mass
spectrometer (INMS). Ion chemistry becomes also essential in the
lower stratosphere near 100 km. The solar EUV and UV radiation
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does not reach this region, and the cosmic rays drive photochemistry here. Hebrard et al. (2007) is the most complete of ten papers
published on their model. They studied in detail effects of uncertainties in reaction rate coefﬁcients on the species abundances.
The calculated uncertainties vary from a few percent to a factor
of 40. However, there is no direct correlation between the model
uncertainties and differences between the model and observed
abundances.
Our self-consistent photochemical model for Titan’s atmosphere and ionosphere (Krasnopolsky, 2009, 2010, 2012; henceforth Kr09, Kr10, Kr12) is used for various aspects of Titan’s
chemical composition. The hydrocarbon and nitrile chemistry of
Titan may involve huge numbers of neutral and ion species and
their reactions, and our model was aimed to reduce these species
and reactions to those that are essential in Titan’s chemistry.
Finally we use 420 reactions of 83 neutrals and 33 ions, and the
adopted reaction rate coefﬁcients may be found in Kr09. Absorption of the solar UV and EUV photons was calculated interactively
for the atmospheric gases and by radiative transfer using the aerosol observations from the Huygens probe. Other initial data of the
model are the temperature and eddy diffusion proﬁles (Fig. 1a) and
the N2 and CH4 densities at the surface. The model accounts for
magnetospheric electrons, protons, and oxygen ions, meteorite
inﬂux of H2O, and cosmic rays as well as vertical transport by eddy,
molecular, and ambipolar diffusion.
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Fig. 1. Panel a: temperature, eddy and molecular (CH4 in N2) diffusion proﬁles (initial data of the model) and the calculated N2. Panel b: basic species. Panel c: oxygen species
(from Kr12). Observations: (1) De Kok et al. (2007), (2) Vinatier et al. (2010), (3) Coustenis et al. (1998), (4) Cui et al. (2009), (5) Cottini et al., 2012), (6) Moreno et al. (2012).
The model without ﬂux of O+ is shown by thin lines. Panel d: observed and calculated benzene.

There are two versions of the model with hydrodynamic escape
of light (less than 20 atomic mass units) species in Kr09 and two
versions without hydrodynamic escape (Kr10 and Kr12); thermal
escape and escape of ions by the rotating magnetosphere of Saturn
remain in these versions. Eddy diffusion was adjusted to provide
the best ﬁt to the observational data in the latest version Kr12.
Its proﬁle given by six parameters was the only means to improve
agreement with the observations. Detailed comparison with the
observations was not made in Kr12, while this comparison is
important for our understanding of Titan’s chemistry. This is a goal
of this paper.
The Cassini operations cover currently almost a decade and
make it possible to study seasonal variations in the 30-years
annual cycle of Titan (Bampasidis et al., 2012; Coustenis et al.,
2013). However, our model is aimed at reproduction of the global-mean conditions that are applicable to low and middle latitudes. (All photolysis rates are calculated for the solar zenith
angle of 60°, and the sunlight is reduced by a factor of 2 to account
for the night side.) Therefore our model is not the best tool to study
variations in Titan’s atmosphere.
2. Observations
Here we will consider observational data that can be directly
compared with our model. The ion and neutral mass spectrometer
(INMS) provides in situ measurements of the neutral and ion composition above 900 km. However, sampling of the atmosphere and
interactions between the sampled species and between those and
the instrument are complicated and require modeling in the laboratory. This work was done by two independent teams, and summaries of their results are presented by Magee et al. (2009) and
Cui et al. (2009).

Detailed study of the nighttime ion composition at 1100 km
during a strong precipitation event T5 was made by Vuitton et al.
(2007). The observed ion composition was simulated by a model
for this altitude that involved 1250 reactions of 150 ions. Numerous densities of neutral species were parameters of the model,
and their best-ﬁt values may be considered as indirect data on
the chemical composition at 1100 km.
The ion composition in the T5 encounter was also calculated by
Cravens et al. (2009) and in our models. Ionospheric INMS observations from the dayside encounters (Westlake et al., 2012; Mandt
et al., 2012) show sums of positive ions that are smaller than electron densities observed simultaneously by the Langmuir probe at
RPWS (radio and plasma wave science) and properly extrapolated
from the radio occultation observations (Kliore et al., 2008, 2011).
A region of 450–1000 km is covered by stellar occultations
(Koskinen et al., 2011) using the ultraviolet imaging spectrometer
(UVIS). However, Titan’s mesospheric composition is very complicated and includes species whose UV absorption spectra are
unknown, while spectra of some other species have not been measured at low temperatures and pressures. This incompleteness of
the laboratory data restricts the quality of the UVIS retrievals.
The altitudes below 500 km are probed by limb observations
using the composite infrared spectrometer (CIRS). These observations were analyzed by Vinatier et al. (2010) and Nixon et al.
(2013), Kutepov et al. (2013) argued that non-LTE effects may
affect the retrievals. CIRS nadir observations (Coustenis et al.,
2010) refer to altitudes of 100–200 km. There are a few publications on analysis of the CIRS observations; we will use the latest
results for low latitudes.
Some data from the IRAM telescope for the millimeter range
(Bezard et al., 1993; Marten et al., 2002), the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO, Coustenis et al., 1998), and the Hershel Submillimeter
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Observatory (Moreno et al., 2012; Teanby et al., 2013; Rengel et al.,
2014) will also be used for comparison with the model.
3. Comparison of the observational and model results
Proﬁles of temperature T(z) and eddy diffusion K(z) are the initial data of the model, and they are shown in Fig. 1a along with a
proﬁle of molecular diffusion of CH4 in N2 and a proﬁle of N2 density that is simply calculated using T(z) and the density near the
surface. They are discussed in Kr12. All reactions and their rate
coefﬁcients with references may be found in Kr09 with minor additions in Kr12.
3.1. Argon
Argon is an inert species that is expected to be uniformly mixed
below a homopause and depleted as a heavy species above the
homopause. However, except the homopause at 1000 km, eddy
and molecular diffusions are very similar near 550 km in our model
(Fig. 1a). This makes a perturbation and depletion in the Ar proﬁle
at 500–600 km (Fig. 1b).
3.2. Methane
Methane is saturated in the troposphere and then mixed up to
the homopause. Chemical production of methane is weaker than
its chemical loss by an order of magnitude (Table 1), and the difference of 7 kg cm2 Byr1 is supplied from the surface. Reaction

C4 H3 þ CH3 ! C4 H2 þ CH4
provides two-thirds of the methane production. Photolysis is 27% of
the methane loss, and the photolysis products CH and metastable
1
CH2 react with CH4 and double its loss (21% and 6%, respectively).
Photolyses of acetylene and diacetylene result in removal of methane as well:

C2 H2 þ hm ! C2 H þ H

s1 and methane is escaping with a rate that is close to the
diffusion limit. There are some arguments pro and contra the
hydrodynamic escape of methane (see e.g. Kr10, Cui et al.
(2012)), and our model applies a moderate K = 6.5  108 cm2 s1
(Fig. 1a) without hydrodynamic escape. That is why Ar and CH4
in our model (Fig. 1b) are slightly larger and smaller in the upper
atmosphere than those observed (by factors of 1.3 and 1.6,
respectively).
3.3. Molecular hydrogen
Unlike Ar and CH4, H2 and all other photochemical products are
not ﬁxed at the surface in the model. The calculated proﬁle (Fig. 1b)
just coincides with the observed GCMS values and the INMS data at
1000–1200 km. The calculated abundances are larger than those
observed at 1500 km by a factor 1.7, and this difference could be
removed by increasing of eddy diffusion. However, this increase
is not favorable for other species.
Sixty-ﬁve reactions produce H2 in our model. Both H2 and H are
formed by photolyses of hydrocarbons, and the HAH bond is stronger than HAC bonds in hydrocarbons. Therefore most of the H
atoms recombine ﬁnally to H2. Chemical loss of H2 is smaller than
its production by two orders of magnitude (Table 1), and almost all
H2 molecules escape.
The second homopause at 550 km in our model results in an
enrichment in H2 above 650 km by a factor of 3. Thermal escape
of H2 is equal to 1.15  1010 cm2 s1 (Table 1) and may be
compared with the diffusion limit bf/H. Here b = n DH2 = 1.88
 1017 T0.82 cm1 s1 (Chamberlain and Hunten, 1987), DH2 is the
diffusion coefﬁcient of H2 in N2, f is the H2 mixing ratio below
the homopause at 1000 km, n and H are the atmospheric number
density and scale height. Substituting all values with the proper
reduction to the surface, we conclude that the calculated thermal
escape of H2 is diffusion-limited in our model.
3.4. Ethane C2H6
The single CAC bonds are formed mainly by reaction

C2 þ H2
C4 H2 þ hm ! C2 H2 þ C2

CH3 þ CH3 þ M ! C2 H6 þ M

CH4 þ C2 H ! C2 H2 þ CH3 ð17%Þ
CH4 þ C2 ! C3 H3 þ H ð7%Þ
Comparing the INMS observations of CH4 and N2 in the upper
atmosphere with the Huygens GCMS measurements (Niemann
et al., 2010) in the lower atmosphere, Yelle et al. (2006) concluded
that either methane is escaping hydrodynamically with the
diffusion-limited ﬂow of 3.5  109 cm2 s1 or eddy diffusion is
extremely strong in the upper atmosphere with K = (4 ± 3)  109
cm2 s1. Yelle et al. (2008) and Cui et al. (2012) involved the
observed Ar in their analyses and concluded that K  2  107 cm2

that is almost completely responsible for the production of ethane
in our model (Fig. 2c), while the contribution of the other reactions
is less than 1%. Condensation of ethane consumes two thirds of its
production (Table 1), and a third is removed in reactions with various radicals. Photolysis of ethane is signiﬁcantly depleted by
absorption of methane and therefore weak.
Early analyses of the CIRS limb observations favored a constant
ethane mixing ratio of 15 ppm from 150 to 400 km (see Vinatier
et al. (2010) and references therein). The recent results by Nixon
et al. (2013) extend from 125 to 225 km with a maximum at

Table 1
Column production and loss rates, escape/precipitation ﬂows, and mean chemical lifetimes of some species.
Species

H

H2

CH4

C2H2

C2H4

C2H6

C3H4

C3H6

C3H8

Production (cm2 s1)
Loss (cm2 s1)
Flow (g cm2 Byr1)
Lifetime (yr)

1.55 + 10
1.36 + 10
101
0.003

1.17 + 10
1.94 + 8
1210
5.95 + 5

1.13 + 9
9.60 + 9
7132
2.85 + 7

5.83 + 9
5.67 + 9
212
17.5

2.66 + 9
2.66 + 9
–
0.61

1.54 + 9
5.17 + 8
1610
562

4.97 + 8
4.97 + 8
–
0.44

2.51 + 8
2.51 + 8
–
0.72

2.29 + 8
5.02 + 7
415
264

C4H2

C6H6

HCN

HC3N

CH3CN

C2N2

H2O

CO

CO2

Production (cm2 s1)
Loss (cm2 s1)
Flow (g cm2 Byr1)
Lifetime (yr)

5.60 + 9
5.60 + 9
–
0.03

2.15 + 8
1.92 + 8
9.44
0.73

1.20 + 9
1.05 + 9
207
13.2

1.59 + 9
1.52 + 9
169
2.66

1.58 + 7
7.88 + 6
17.4
27.7

6.17 + 6
4.22 + 6
5.3
53.7

5.71 + 6
1.04 + 7
–
2.18

4.35 + 6
4.35 + 6
–
7.57 + 7

4.35 + 6
2.56 + 6
4.1
443

Positive ﬂows are escape or sublimation from the surface, negative ﬂows are condensation; precipitation of haze is not given (see section 3.18); all values are reduced to the
surface; 1.55 + 10 = 1.55  1010.
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Fig. 2. Calculated and observed abundances of C2HX hydrocarbons and C4H2.

200 km (Fig. 2c), and the mean difference between these data and
the model is a factor of 1.6. A preliminary attempt to account for
non-LTE effects in the CIRS limb data (Kutepov et al., 2013) is
shown as well. The C2H6 abundance at 1000–1100 km in the model
exceeds those from the INMS observations by a factor of 2.5.

The calculated proﬁle of C2H2 agrees with the recent CIRS
results and the INMS data with mean differences of factors of 1.6
and 1.8, respectively. The UVIS occultation and a preliminary
non-LTE CIRS proﬁle are also shown for comparison.
3.7. Propyne C3H4

3.5. Ethylene C2H4
Formation of the C@C double bonds occurs mostly via

CH4 þ CH ! C2 H4 þ H
that contributes three quarters of the ethylene production (Table 1),
while the photolysis is responsible for three quarters of the loss.
Some part of CH2 and CH3 formed by photolysis of CH4 is converted
to CH in reactions with H, and an effective yield of C2H4 in
photolysis of CH4 is 0.77, so that the effective quantum loss of
CH4 is 1.77.
Production and loss of C2H4 proceed mostly at 600–1000 km,
and our model agrees with the INMS data from three teams
(Fig. 2b) and even with the UVIS occultations. Ethylene does not
condense in our model, and the secondary peak at 150 km is
caused by the steep increase in eddy diffusion (Fig. 1a) and chemistry initiated by the cosmic rays. A mean difference between the
model and the recently published CIRS observations at 125–
225 km (Nixon et al., 2013) is a factor of 6.
3.6. Acetylene C2H2
Acetylene (Table 1, Fig. 2a) is formed by photolysis of C2H4
(35%) and some other hydrocarbons (17%), C2H + CH4 (28%), and
other reactions of radicals. The most signiﬁcant loss is by photolysis (42% of the production) and in

C2 H2 þ C2 H ! C4 H2 þ H ð16%Þ
C2 H2 þ CN ! HC3 N þ H ð16%Þ
that form diacetylene and cyanoacetylene, respectively. Condensation removes 3% of the C2H2 production.

Our model does not separate propyne CH3C2H and allene
CH2CCH2; yields of propyne are typically larger than those of
allene, and allene has not been detected on Titan. The calculated
proﬁle of propyne is shown in Fig. 3a. Production of propyne is
mostly by reactions

C3 H3 þ H þ M ! C3 H4 þ M ð86%; 302 kmÞ
C2 H4 þ CH ! C3 H4 þ H ð6%; 820 kmÞ
C3 H5 þ H ! C3 H4 þ H2 ð5%; 485 kmÞ
Propyne is lost in

C3 H4 þ H ! C2 H2 þ CH3 ð89%; 345 kmÞ
and by photolysis (9%, 300 km). Condensation of propyne is insigniﬁcant. The weighted-mean altitudes of the reactions given in
parentheses indicate that the basic C3H4 chemistry proceeds near
300 km. However, the propyne mixing ratio peaks at 1050 km and
exceeds that near 300 km by two orders of magnitude. This is due
to dissociative recombination of C4H+5 that contributes just 0.4%
but in the low-density upper atmosphere.
The calculated proﬁle agrees with the CIRS data (within a factor
of 1.6) and the INMS value (within a factor of 2).
3.8. Propylene C3H6
Propylene was recently detected in Titan’s stratosphere by averaging of numerous CIRS limb spectra (Nixon et al., 2013). The proﬁle from our model (Kr12) along with the CIRS and INMS data are
shown in Fig. 4, and the agreement of the model prediction with
the observations is excellent.
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Fig. 3. Calculated proﬁles and observational data of propyne, propane, hydrogen cyanide, and cyanoacetylene.
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peaks at 800 km, where the atmospheric density is low, and results
in a propylene mixing ratio of 1.5 ppm at 700–1000 km.
Chemistry near 150 km is a balance between the effects of cosmic rays and condensation processes that strongly deplete almost
all species. Chemistry near 500 km is initiated by photolyses of
photochemical products. The predicted peak in the C3H6 mixing
ratio near 150 km is well reproduced by the CIRS observations.
The model agrees with the INMS measurement of propylene as
well.
3.9. Propane C3H8
Propane (Fig. 3b, Table 1) is formed by the reaction between
ethyl and methyl radicals:
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Fig. 4. Vertical proﬁle of propylene in our model is compared with the CIRS (Nixon
et al., 2013, small diamonds) and INMS (Magee et al., 2009, asterisk) detections.
Proﬁles of the propylene removal by photolysis and production in ﬁve processes are
shown as well.

Chemistry of propylene involves 23 reactions in our model. Proﬁles of ﬁve main reactions are shown in Fig. 4. Photolysis constitutes two thirds of the loss, and the other third is the two- and
three-body reactions with H, both are effective near 150 km. The
most signiﬁcant production by C2H3 + CH3 + M ? C3H6 + M (42%)
peaks near 150 km as well. Three other production reactions

C3 H5 þ H þ M ! C3 H6 þ M ð22%Þ
C3 H7 þ H ! C3 H6 þ H2 ð15%Þ

C2 H5 þ CH3 þ M ! C3 H8 þ M ð97%; 306 kmÞ
78% of the propane production condenses, and the remaining propane is removed by photolysis (3%) and in reactions with the C2,
C2H, and C4H radicals (2.5%, 15%, and 1.6%, respectively).
The model proﬁle of propane is in excellent agreement with the
recent CIRS data (Nixon et al., 2013) in the stratosphere and
between the INMS values from two teams in the thermosphere.
3.10. Diacetylene C4H2
The production and loss rates of C4H2 in Table 1 are corrected
for the excitation and quenching without chemical reaction of
the metastable state of this species. The following processes dominate in the production of diacetylene:

C4 H3 þ H ! C4 H2 þ H2 ð49%Þ
C4 H4 þ hm ! C4 H2 þ H2 ð21%Þ

C3 H7 þ CH3 ! C3 H6 þ CH4 ð14%Þ
have secondary peaks near 500 km (Fig. 4). Another reaction

C2 H6 þ CH ! C3 H6 þ H ð5%Þ

C2 H2 þ C2 H ! C4 H2 þ H ð16%Þ
C4 H3 þ CH3 ! C4 H2 þ CH4 ð13%Þ
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Diacetylene is lost in radiative and three-body association with H,
photolysis, and haze formation:

HCN þ hm ! CN þ H ð6%; 739 kmÞ

C4 H2 þ hm ! C4 H; C2 H2 ; C2 ; H ð7%Þ

Ion reactions add and remove 19% and 14%, respectively, and condensation removes 12% of the total production. The weighted-mean
altitudes indicate that the strongest reactions of CN + CH4 and
C2H3 + HCN are effective in the lower stratosphere and almost
balance each other. The model proﬁle agrees with the observations
(Fig. 3c).

C4 H2 þ C3 N ! polymer ð5%Þ

3.13. Cyanoacetylene HC3N

C4 H2 þ C6 H ! polymer ð3%Þ

HC3N is another abundant nitrile on Titan (Table 1, Fig. 3d). It is
produced by

C4 H2 þ H ! C4 H3 þ hm ð79%Þ
C4 H2 þ H þ M ! C4 H3 þ M ð4%Þ

The C4H2 abundance is small below 150 km, and its condensation is
insigniﬁcant. The model proﬁle of diacetylene (Fig. 2d) agrees with
the CIRS data below 300 km and just in the middle of the INMS
values.
3.11. Benzene C6H6
Column production of benzene is 2.15  108 cm2 s1 (Table 1,
Fig. 1d); it includes formation of the C6 rings in

C4 H5 þ C2 H2 ! C6 H6 þ H ð23%; 82 kmÞ
C3 H3 þ C3 H3 þ M ! C6 H6 þ M ð4%; 346 kmÞ
recycling in

C6 H5 þ H ! C6 H6 þ hm ð64%; 461 kmÞ

CN þ C2 H2 ! HC3 N þ H ð60%; 541 kmÞ
C3 N þ CH4 ! HC3 N þ CH3 ð40%; 371 kmÞ
The removal is by photolysis (86%), condensation (4%), polymerization (1%), reactions with C2H and CN (1.5%), and reactions with
HCNH+ and C2H+5 (8%).
There is a signiﬁcant difference between the HC3N abundances
retrieved from the INMS neutral spectra by Magee et al. (2009) and
Cui et al. (2009). The latter agrees with that from the INMS ion
spectra (Vuitton et al., 2007), UVIS, and our model (Fig. 3d).
HC3N in the stratosphere from our model signiﬁcantly exceeds
the CIRS data.
Clarke and Ferris (1996) found that irradiation at 185–254 nm
results in intense polymerization in pure HC3N and when mixed
in CH4, C2H2, and CO. However, no kinetic data were deduced from
their study, and basic polymerization reactions related to HC3N in
our model are (Lavvas et al., 2008)

and dissociative recombination of C6H+7 and C7H+7 (8%, 860 km).
Weighted-mean altitudes of these reactions are given in parentheses. The bulk production of the C6 rings and a sharp peak in the benzene mixing ratio (Fig. 1d) are at the very low altitudes and initiated
by the cosmic rays. The production by the ion chemistry results in a
steep increase in the benzene mixing ratio to 1000 km by a few
orders of magnitude.
Loss of benzene is by photolysis and condensation (89% and
11%, respectively). The model proﬁle agrees with the CIRS nadir,
INMS, and UVIS observations.

It looks like the loss to polymerization is underestimated in our
model, and a greater loss could reduce the HC3N abundances in
the stratosphere to the observed values.

3.12. Hydrogen cyanide HCN

3.14. Cyanogen C2N2

H2 CN þ H ! HCN þ H2 ð24%; 920 kmÞ
CN þ CH4 ! HCN þ CH3 ð39%; 183 kmÞ
CN þ C2 H4 ! HCN þ C2 H3 ð11%; 750 kmÞ
CN þ C2 H6 ! HCN þ C2 H5 ð6%; 350 kmÞ

C3 N þ C4 H2 ! polymer

Cyanogen (Table 1, Fig. 5) is formed by reactions

CN þ CH2 CN ! C2 N2 þ CH2 ð85%; 660 kmÞ
N þ CHCN ! C2 N2 þ H ð15%; 246 kmÞ
The loss is by photolysis and condensation (68% and 32%, respectively). The model proﬁle agrees with the INMS value by Magee
1500

Altitude (km)

N2 is a very tough molecule, and atomic nitrogen is formed by
predissociation, electron impact dissociation, and dissociative ionization of N2 with a column rate of 6.3  108 cm2 s1. Nitrogen
atoms may react with hydrocarbon radicals and form nitriles
CXHYCN. The C„N triple bond is strong with energy 8 eV and
cannot be destroyed in Titan’s atmosphere. Therefore all nitriles
precipitate to the surface after some mutual conversions, and the
precipitation rate of N is 460 g cm2 Byr1. Reaction of N + CH3 ?
H2CN + H is the main source of nitriles on Titan that consumes a
half of the atomic nitrogen production.
HCN (Table 1, Fig. 3c) is formed by reactions:

HC3 N þ C4 H ! polymer

1000

C2N2
500
Magee et al. (2009)
Cui et al. (2009)

HCN is lost in reactions:

C2 H3 þ HCN ! C2 H3 CN þ H ð32%; 122 kmÞ
C3 N þ HCN ! C4 N2 þ H ð27%; 618 kmÞ
CH þ HCN ! CHCN þ H ð9%; 807 kmÞ

Teanby et al. (2009)
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Fig. 5. Vertical proﬁle and observations of cyanogen.
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The model proﬁles of some other neutral species may be found
in Kr12. Some of them were detected by INMS in the neutral mode
(Magee et al., 2009; Cui et al., 2009) and retrieved from the ion
spectra (Vuitton et al., 2007). These data are collected and compared with the model in Table 2.
The most signiﬁcant differences between the model and
observed values are for ammonia NH3, C7H4, and C7H8. Recent
observations using the Hershel Submillimeter Observatory
established an upper limit of 1.23  1015 cm2 to the column
abundance of ammonia (Teanby et al., 2013); our model predicted
1.4  1015 cm2. The differences between the observed values for
these species are large as well. Overall, the differences between
the model and observed values in Table 2 are comparable to
the differences between the abundances retrieved by the three
teams.

Altitude (km)

1500

1000

CH3CN
500
Marten02
Vuitton07
Cui09

0
10-9

10-8

10-7

10-6

10-5

10-4

Mixing Ratio
3.17. Ions

Fig. 6. Observations and model of acetonitrile.

et al. (2009) but signiﬁcantly exceeds the CIRS observations. This
may be explained by polymerization of C2N2, which is very weak
in our model and may be underestimated.
3.15. Acetonitrile CH3CN
CH3CN was detected on Titan in the millimeter range using the
IRAM telescope by Bezard et al. (1993). Later results from the same
telescope by Marten et al. (2002) are shown in Fig. 6 along with the
INMS retrievals by Vuitton et al. (2007) and Cui et al. (2009). The
model proﬁle is in reasonable agreement with the ground-based
data and Vuitton et al. (2007).
CH3CN is formed by

CH2 CN þ H þ M ! CH3 CN þ M ð53%; 142 kmÞ
Nð2 DÞ þ C2 H4 ! CH3 CN þ H ð25%; 981 kmÞ
N þ C2 H3 þ M ! CH3 CN þ M ð20%; 62 kmÞ
Condensation dominates in the loss of CH3CN (50%), and other
losses are by ion reactions and photolysis:

HCNHþ þ CH3 CN ! CH3 CNHþ þ HCN ð29%; 370 kmÞ

Vertical proﬁles of the most abundant ions in Titan’s ionosphere
are shown in Kr12 for the mean conditions and for the night time
during a strong precipitation of magnetospheric electrons (T5
encounter). The model involves ambipolar diffusion and escape
of ions at half diffusion velocity. It was mentioned in Section 2 that
sums of positive ions observed by INMS on the day side are smaller
than electron densities measured simultaneously by the Langmuir
probe of RPWS and those properly extrapolated from the radio occultations (Kliore et al., 2008, 2011). The observed ion composition
at 1100 km during the T5 encounter (Vuitton et al., 2007; Cravens
et al., 2009) is therefore better suited for analysis and compared in
Table 3 with results of three models.
To make a quantitative assessment to ﬁtting of observations by
models, we suggested a difference factor that is equal to a mean
ratio of observed-to-model values or vise versa so that the biggest
value is always in the numerator (Kr09, Kr12). This factor is 2.42
for our model, while it is 1.74 for Vuitton et al. (2007), who calculated the ion composition at 1100 km using 1250 reactions of 150
ions with densities of 18 neutral species as ﬁtting parameters. Our
model involves 111 reactions of 33 ions, because of our general
intent to remove species and reactions of minor importance, and
does not include ﬁtting parameters. Comparing the results, one
may conclude that the model adequately describes the ionospheric
chemistry on Titan.

C2 Hþ5 þ CH3 CN ! CH3 CNHþ þ C2 H4 ð14%; 515 kmÞ
3.18. Haze

CH3 CN þ hm ! CH3 þ CN ð6%; 503 kmÞ
The above ion reactions have peaks near 80 and 1000 km, and the
weighted-mean altitudes reﬂect proportions of these peaks.
3.16. Some other neutral species
Oxygen chemistry in our model was considered in detail in
Kr12, and Fig. 1c is reproduced from that paper. The model is in
excellent agreement with the observed abundances of CO, H2O,
and CO2. Inﬂuxes of meteoritic water and magnetospheric O+ are
the sources of the oxygen species on Titan.

Haze is formed on Titan by polymerization and condensation of
hydrocarbons and nitriles and recombination of heavy ions. Condensation rates for photochemical products are given in Table 1;
haze production by polymerization and recombination is shown
in Fig. 7.
Polymerization of C4H2 in reactions with C6H and C3N produce
75% and 95% of hydrocarbon and nitrile polymers. Both processes
peak near 570 km, and polymerization of nitriles becomes signiﬁcant at 1000 km. Recombination of heavy ions is another source
of haze. The heaviest ions in our model are C10H+11, C10H+9, and
C9H+11 with masses of 131, 129, and 119 amu, and their recombination

Table 2
Mixing ratios of some species retrieved from the INMS observations and in our model.
Reference

h (km)

C6H2

C7H4

C7H8

NH3

CH2NH

C2H3CN

C2H5CN

C4H3N

HC5N

C5H5N

Magee et al. (2009)
Cui et al. (2009)
Vuitton et al. (2007)
This model

1050
1077
1100
1075

–
–
8–7
2.8–6

–
–
3–7
1.5–9

2.5–8
<1.3–7
2–7
3.8–9

–
3–5
7–6
1–6

–
–
1–5
1.8–5

3.5–7
<1.8–5
1–5
1.1–5

1.5–7
–
5–7
1.5–7

–
–
4–6
4.5–6

–
–
1–6
5–6

–
–
4–7
5–7

2.5–8 = 2.5  108.
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Table 3
Number densities (in cm3) of the most abundant ions in the nighttime ionosphere during a strong precipitation event T5. The INMS data at 1100 km are compared with three
models.
Ion

HCNH+

HC3NH+

C3H+3

C2H3CNH+

CH2NH+2

C2H+5

C3H+5

CH3CNH+

C5H+5

INMS
VYM
Cr09
This model

302
460
1510
146

97
140
2.5
94

85
34
9.0
8.2

85
130
26
24

58
48
62
99

50
200
70
74

46
100
39
81

45
73
42
26

29
27
4.6
49

INMS
VYM
Cr09
This model

C4H+3

C4H3NH+

C5H+7

C4H+5

C7H+7

NH+4

C6H+7

CH+3

CH+5

C6H+5

F

27
34
1.5
61

26
39
76
13

19
35
3.7
10.5

17
16
2.0
45

13
21
0.03
39

9.2
15
15
0.5

7.5
14
2.4
7.4

6.6
9.5
9.1
2.7

6.5
30
58
6.9

5.6
2.7
0.07
11.7

1.74
5.83
2.42

VYM is Vuitton et al. (2007), Cr09 is Cravens et al. (2009), F is the difference factor.

1200

Altitude (km)

1000

C3N + C4H2 &
other CXHYN polymers

800
Recombination of
C9H11+, C10H11+, C10H9+

600
400

C6H + C4H2 & other CXHY polymers

200
0
1

10

100

1000

the data from different instruments and observing teams are comparable with the differences between the observations and the
model results. Main reactions of production and loss for each species are quantitatively assessed and brieﬂy discussed. Formation of
haze by polymerization of hydrocarbons and nitriles and recombination of heavy ions is calculated along with condensation of various species near the tropopause. Overall deposition is a layer of
300 m thick for the age of the Solar System, and nitrogen constitutes 8% of the deposition. The model reproduces the basic observational data and adequately describes basic chemical processes in
Titan’s atmosphere and ionosphere. The presented model results
and the observational data may be used as a reference to chemical
composition of Titan’s atmosphere and ionosphere.
The model ﬁle is available by request to Vlad.Krasn@
verizon.net.

Rate (amu cm-3 s-1)
Fig. 7. Production of haze on Titan by polymerization of hydrocarbons and nitriles
and recombination of heavy ions.
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Table 4
Precipitation of photochemical products (in g cm2 Byr1).
CXHY polymerization
CXHYN polymerization
Recombination of heavy ions
CXHY condensation
CXHYN condensation

1645
1650
26
2246
400

Total

5967

peaks at 770 km. Strong secondary peaks of all three sources of
haze are near 100 km and due to chemistry initiated by the cosmic
rays.
Summary of deposition rates to the surface from all photochemical products is given in Table 4. Polymerizations of hydrocarbons
and nitriles have equal rates while their condensation rates are
very different. The deposition by condensation does not account
for possible partial sublimation near the surface, where the atmosphere is warmer than at the tropopause (94 and 70 K, respectively). The total deposition of nitrogen is 460 g cm2 Byr1, that
is, 8% of the total deposition rate of 6 kg cm2 Byr1. The model
implies a surface deposit thickness of 300 m for the age of the
Solar System, and one may expect that this deposit could be
reprocessed and in some part returned into the atmosphere.
4. Conclusions
Basic observational data on hydrocarbons, nitriles, and ions on
Titan are compared with predictions of the photochemical model.
Uncertainties of the observed abundances and differences between
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